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LISTED NEON TRANSFORMERS 

METALBOX        
Indoor Outdoor Use - Type 2  Weatherproof - Type 4 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

  

DANGER !               HIGH VOLTAGE  
- Check that the main voltage and frequency of the net correspond to the value on the rating plate, 

before making any connections. Input waveform must be sinusoidal or, at least, quasi sinusoidal. 
- Check that the output current does not exceed the 80% of the value given on the rating plate: refer to 

footage chart on reverse. Earth all the metallic parts and limit the length of the High Voltage cables. 
- Do not install the transformers close to combustible material. 
- Install the equipment in a ventilated position, with a maximum temperature of 104°F (40°C). Avoid 

niches and everything that could limit the air circulation; keep transformers at least 3 inch apart. 
- Operation of the Ground Fault Protection is guaranteed only if the transformer and the metal frame of 

the sign are connected to the grounding system and its withstand is compliant with National Electric 
Code. Secondary Ground Fault Protection does not provide protection against electrical shock. I f ground 
fault trip occurs, do not assume that power is removed from transformer. Potentially hazardous high 
voltage can be present. 

- Remove primary power before installing and servicing the transformer or the sign.  
- Turning primary power off and on will reset the Ground Fault Protection. Find and repair correctly 

abnormalities before resetting the Ground Fault Protection. 
- Installation and service must be accomplished by qualified personnel and in total compliance with any 

applicable National codes, Local rules and State laws. 
- The liability of the Company shall not exceed the cost of supplying a replacement. Siet is not liable for 

transportation or installation expenses. 
- ATTENTI ON: Failure to observe the above, invalidate the warranty and may cause 

irreparable damages of which the manufacturer is not responsible. 
Installation 

- METALBOX Transformers can be mounted horizontally or vertically, (see figures A and B on reverse); do 
not install upside down or on side. 

- Type 4 models (i.e. T4-15000/30) require the fixing bracket (Conex  fig. G) for the conduits, Type 2 no. 
- Remove transformer cover. 
- Run GTO wires, through separate conduits, to neon tubing electrodes. Mid-point return wiring method is 

not allowed; use standard series or virtual wiring installation only (figure D).  
- Connect the hot (L - black 120 V) and neutral (N - white) input voltage wires to corresponding screws 

(figure E). Connect the green ground wire to Service ground terminal . 
- Strip GTO wires (no more than ¼ ), connect them to high voltage output screws. 
- Insert the slider, replace the cover, and tighten its screw. 
- Tighten the screws with a torque of 11/ 2 Lb./ft and check them periodically.  

Troubleshooting: check if 
- hot and neutral connections are reversed. 
- the  Service ground terminal 

 

is firmly connected to a good Earth Ground. 
- leakage from H.V. circuit to ground is possible, due to moisture, humidity, foreign matter, debris. 
- arcing or short from H.V. wiring to ground, transformer case or sign chassis may be happened. 
- In the SGFP module, provided with By Pass feature, the short from H.V. wiring to ground may be 

searched, once the lid has been removed, pressing the button (figure H) and replacing the lid within 20 
seconds; the SGFP will be by passed for about 25 minutes, after that time the module will self activate. 
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Secondary 
voltage 

Approximate number of feet (and metres) of Mercury filled tubes operated, 
for each different tubes diameter (mm) - (deduct 15% for pure neon) 

               

volt 25 22 20 18 15 12 10  
feet m feet m feet m feet m feet m feet m feet m 

15000 120 36,5 100 30,4 90 27,4 80 24,3 72 21,9 54 16,4 44 13,4 

               

12000 95 28,9 79 24,0 70 21,3 62 18,8 55 16,7 42 12,8 35 10,6 

               

9000 80 24,3 67 20,4 55 16,7 45 13,7 40 12,2 31 9,4 25 7,6 

               

7500 61 18,5 48 14,6 39 11,9 35 10,6 31 9,4 25 7,6 20 6,1 

               

6000 48 14,6 40 12,2 32 9,7 28 8,5 24 7,3 19 5,8 16 4,9 

               

5000 40 12,2 33 10,0 27 8,2 23 7,0 20 6,1 15 4,6 12 3,6 

               

4000 32 9,7 27 8,2 22 6,7 19 5,8 16 4,9 12 3,6 9 2,7 
Short circuit current: 30&60mA  Deduct 12 inches per each pair of electrodes  This chart is a guide 
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